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The CitCatClub is an NFT Club on 
the songbird network.  

Hold one of our digital assets and 
become a member.  

We strive to provide added value 
through a variety of mechanisms. 
Like Flare Network, we try to 
connect everything. Our vision is to 
become a hub in the ever changing 
world of digital assets. 

Abstract
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CitCatClub OG c3

CitCatClub OG c3, our first Collection.  

Our first collection is a generated 
collection consisting of 4320 NFTs at 
333 SGB each, available for minting on 
mint.citcatclub.xyz .  

Seven different trait categories with 
well over 200 different traits. Inspired 
by the crypto space, old paintings, 
nature and everything we find beautiful. 
Each little kitten has a different story to 
tell. Be it a CitCat on an oil canvas, a 
CitCat with a witch hat showing the 
universe, or a CitCat with a buckethat 
taking a snapshot with her vintage 
Polaroid. 

Mixed in are four handmade CitCats - 
gold, silver, transparent and an 
astronaut.  

In addition, there are three mini-series 
from fellow crypto projects that have 
kindly made their tokens available for 
distribution to our community. 

PRESENT
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Mini-Series

5 Punks with each 
48 CGLD.

20 X-Ray with 
each 10,000 DBX.

100 Honey Pots 
with each 750 HS.

If you mint a CitCatClub OG c3 and see a trait of the 
three shown above in your NFT, contact us via discord 
and claim your tokens. A little goodie on top. The 
tokens can only be claimed once per NFT. 

Many thanks to CanaryPunks, XDragonites and XRBee 
Project for making this possible. We all appreciate it. 

PRESENT
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PRESENT

Rewards

Mint

DeFi

Secondary 
Sale

Three types of reward mechanisms are implemented in 
the first collection to benefit the holders of our NFTs.

In the mint process, 10% of the price 
of an NFT is paid directly into a 
reward pool. 

Every time a sale is made through a 
participating marketplace, 10% of 
the price is paid into a reward pool. 

21% of the SGB collected are used in 
various ways within DeFi. Whether 
via delegations to a signal provider 
or via platforms such as Pangolin. 
50% of this resulting earnings is 
distributed to a reward pool, the 
remaining 50% are returned to be 
used further. 
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PRESENT

Reward Pool

Mint reward 
33 SGB

Sec. Sale 
xxx SGB

DeFi 
xxx SGB

Reward 
Pool

Mint rewards and secondary sale rewards are 
distributed directly, taking into account an update 
period of 4 hours. The distribution of DeFi rewards 
may vary as market conditions are factored in.  

Holders of our NFTs can access the reward pool via 
mint.citcatclub.xyz. Simply connect your wallet and 
press the claim button. The share in the reward pool 
is determined by the number of CitCat NFTs held in 
the connected wallet. Please note that the claim 
period is 2 weeks, after which the SGB are returned 
to the reward pool and redistributed.
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Future

CitCatCharacter

First it was a head, then came the body. 

This collection is limited to 180 NFTs. Various 
references to other NFT projects, well-known brands, 
sub culture influences and other fun elements will be 
found here. More information will be made public as 
the launch draws closer. 
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Future

How do I get a CitCatCharacter? 

There will be no public mint for the character, it is an 
airdrop collection. Everyone who has 24 CitCatClub 
OG c3 in their wallet at the time of the snapshot will 
get 1 free CitCatCharacter. Hold 48 get 2, hold 72 get 
3 and so on. The first snapshot will take place at a 
random time after 1000 mints of CitCatClub OG c3 
have been reached. 

Characters can be “staked" to receive our in-house 
token and represent a direct whitelist spot for our 
second official collection on Flare. These two facts fit 
well together, as the whitelist mint will be paid with 
our token. Full details of our official second collection 
will be announced in due course. 
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Future

c3-furency

The c3-furency is our deflationary in-house token. It 
can be generated by “staking” the characters or by 
using a DEX, CanaryXswap will host a farm for our 
token. 

This token adds another layer to the club. Various use 
cases such as the whitelist mint mentioned above or 
auctions will be explored in the future. The c3-
furency used for the whitelist mint will be 
subsequently burned.   

Supply: 21.000.000  

The allocation of tokens will be determined by market 
demand.
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Future

CitCatCaterer

The CitCatCaterer is a wallet with different NFTs from 
other projects. All these NFTs have something in 
common, they offer added value in some sort of way. 

The resulting tokens or coins, such as SGB or FLR, are 
then regularly raffled or given away among holders of 
the CitCatCharacter.  

We aim to increase the holdings of NFTs by the 
CitCatCaterer over time.

Upcoming 

• Limited collab-collection with yoniverse 

• Small collection with a great artist 
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Legal Disclaimer

1. No investment advice 

The information provided in this litepaper does not 
constitute investment advice, financial advice, 
trading advice or any other type of advice and you 
should not treat the contents of the litepaper as 
such. CitCatClub does not recommend that you buy, 
sell or hold cryptocurrencies/tokens. Conduct your 
own due diligence and consult your financial advisor 
before making any investment decision. 

2. Accuracy of information 

CitCatClub endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the 
information set out in this litepaper, but accepts no 
responsibility for any missing or incorrect 
information. All information contained in this 
litepaper is subject to change and should not be 
construed as a commitment or promise by 
CitCatClub. CitCatClub provides all information “as is”. 
You understand that you use all information available 
here at your own risk.
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3. Compliance with tax obligations 

Users of the websites mint.citcatclub.xyz, 
citcatclub.xyz or directly related websites are solely 
responsible for determining what taxes, if any, apply 
to their transactions. The owners or contributors of 
the website are NOT responsible for determining 
what taxes apply to transactions. 

4. Limitation of liability 

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall 
the owners/creators of the websites/litepaper or 
contributors to the websites/litepaper be liable for 
any damages whatsoever, including but not limited to 
loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out 
of or in any way connected with the use of the 
website/litepapers. 

Never share your seed phrase/private key. 


